Using NAO (Leave this completed form with NAO)

I agree to adhere to these rules when using NAO:

1. Request use of NAO from Dr. Honig or assigned department staff in Lewis Towers Room 520.
   a. NAO is available at hours listed on the course web, first come first served, and subject to availability of department staff to control access
   b. When possible, other times may be arranged with sufficient notice
   c. If someone else is waiting, NAO use limited to 15 minute time slots
2. It is your responsibility to protect NAO from damage:
   a. Use NAO only on the floor
   b. You must be prepared to catch him when he is turned off and when stiffness is removed.
   c. Remove carefully from the box; return to box when finished
3. Work to keep NAO charged. When you finish using NAO ask staff to plug him in if battery below half or not strong.
4. Use NAO only on the LUC wireless network (do not change the configuration). To get his IP address press the chest button for 2 seconds.
5. Do not connect a LAN cable to NAO’s head.
6. Always start now from a stable seated position.
7. If NAO says he is getting hot (body, head, motors) immediately remove stiffness and turn NAO off (press chest button for 5 seconds).
8. NAO is not to leave the department offices, Lewis Towers, suite 520
9. Alert Dr. Honig or department staff immediately if you have any problem with NAO or detect any damage or problems with NAO.

Your Full Name:

Your email address:

Your Mobile Phone Number:

Started Using NAO: date___________________; time______________________

Battery level at start:

Finished Using NAO: date___________________; time______________________

Battery level at end:

Any problems or concerns you noted with NAO? List below in detail